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1. Introduction 

The wound care industry is a highly diverse and competitive arena - including standard 
products such as dry bandages to sophisticated hydrogels and alginate dressings, and 
encompassing artificial skin and anti-infective used in wound care. A broad range of 
available modern dressings composed of layers possessing specific functionality has been 
placed on the market. Waddings and gauzes were replaced by new natural, synthetic and 
semi-synthetic biomaterials, which depending on their physical, chemical and technological 
properties are capable to absorb the exudate excess by maintaining the proper moisture 
environment on/in the wound. The use of textiles in medicine has a long tradition; specially 
woven textiles are mostly used. 

Cellulose and its derivatives are very often used as a functional part of different wound 
dressing material e.g. as hydrogels, fibre, non-woven. Cellulose micro-fibrillar structure 
control the accessibility of the surface, while the bulk polar groups (-OH groups) ensure an 
attraction of the water molecule to the cellulose fibre (hydrogen bonds). Generally different 
standard chemical pre-treatments (i.e. alkaline washing, bleaching, and slack-mercerization) 
are used to improve the sorption capacity [1-4], but besides the ecological pollution, they 
also worsen fibres mechanical properties to a large extent. On the subject of the latter, 
plasma treatments are known to be rather harmless surface activation procedures leading to 
enhancement of hydrophilic properties; the best results are obtained using highly non-
equilibrium oxygen plasma. Reactive particles created in plasma readily interact with 
cellulose resulting in formation of surface functional groups, as well as etching. The 
properties of plasma treated materials depend on the processing parameters and are 
measured using surface sensitive techniques. Numerous authors worldwide addressed 
modification of cellulose and other suitable materials by gaseous plasma treatment [5-16]. 
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Unfortunately, however, only few authors are dared to measure plasma parameters so the 
results obtained by different authors cannot be directly compared. Many authors addressed 
surface properties such as the surface free energy [17-18], and surface functional groups. The 
surface free energy is usually determined from measurements of the contact angle of a 
suitable liquid or by more sophisticated techniques [19-20], while the appearance of specific 
functional groups has been determined by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) [6,21-23], 
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) [24] and Furrier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
(FTIR) [21,25], just to mention the most commonly used ones. The modification of surface 
morphology of plasma treated textiles for wound dressings has been often studied by 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) [23-25] and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [22, 26-
27].  

A variety of gases has been used for modification of surface properties in order to achieve 
better hydrophilicity. Many authors just use noble gases [9,21,28-29], but more oxidizing 
gases such as oxygen, air, carbon dioxide and water vapour often give better results, 
especially when the process speed is the merit. Traditionally, gaseous plasma was always 
created at low pressure in vacuum compatible chambers. In the past couple of decades, 
however, plasmas which run at atmospheric pressure are becoming more and more 
popular. In fact, many resent works on modification of organic materials by gaseous plasma 
treatment report application of a kind of atmospheric gaseous plasma. As mentioned earlier, 
the richness of available plasmas as well as the lack of experimental techniques used by 
different authors prevents both direct comparison of reported result as well as good insight 
in the phenomena taking place during plasma treatment of textiles and similar materials. An 
important scope of this chapter is to explain some basic considerations about plasma textile 
interaction and give hints for optimal utilization of this advanced technique for modification 
of materials. 

2. Plasma treatment of cellulose wound dressing  

The hydrophilicity of organic materials is improved dramatically by incorporation of 
oxygen rich functional groups on to the surface, so a natural choice of gas used in plasma 
treatment of materials is oxygen. In thermodynamic equilibrium and at room temperature 
oxygen gas contains only neutral oxygen molecules. According to the basic law of statistical 
mechanics the molecules move randomly, collide with each other and the basic kinetic 
properties are described well taking into account the approximation of an ideal gas. The 
distribution of molecules over the kinetic energy is given by Maxwell-Boltzmann law [30] 
and the average random velocity is calculated as: 

  8 / ,v kT m  (1) 

The random velocity only depends on the gas temperature. At room temperature the 
average random velocity of oxygen molecules is about 440 m/s, while at 1000 K it is about 
810 m/s. Oxygen molecules reach the surface of any material with different velocities taking 
into account the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, but as long as the gas temperature is close 
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to the room temperature the velocity is too low to bring enough energy for chemical 
reactions on the surface of cellulose materials. Increasing gas temperature or the 
temperature of the cellulose material the available energy can become large enough to 
overcome the potential barrier and chemical interaction between oxygen molecules and 
cellulose is observed. The chemical interaction is highly exothermic so the material is locally 
heated due to a chemical reaction, which results in even higher chemical affinity resulting in 
more exothermic reactions etc. so finally the control of oxidation mechanism is lost and the 
chemical reactions leading to the oxidation of cellulose become very intensive. A common 
expression for such experimental conditions is burning. Treatment of textiles by oxygen gas 
at equilibrium conditions is therefore not useful because the oxidation is difficult if not 
impossible to control. One could use oxygen at very low concentration in order to avoid too 
extensive chemical reactions, but the results are usually not optimal. This is the reason why 
equilibrium gaseous treatment has not been used for introduction of highly polar oxygen-
rich functional groups onto the surface of organic materials. Instead, non-equilibrium gases 
should be used. 

A typical example of non-equilibrium gas is gaseous plasma. It can be created by different 
means but the most common method is application of a gaseous discharge. In a gaseous 
discharge an electric field is applied and the gaseous molecules ionize to positive ions and 
free electrons. Charged particles are accelerated in electric fields and collide with neutral 
gaseous molecules as well as surfaces. If the kinetic energy of charged particles is above the 
ionization threshold the collisions will result in ionization of a neutral molecule and thus 
multiplication of charged particles. Particles with opposite charges attract each other and 
may or may not neutralize upon collisions. The neutralization may occur either in the gas 
phase or on surfaces. After turning on the electric field the multiplication of charged 
particles is quickly balanced by the loss due to neutralization so rather steady concentration 
of charged particles is established. The concentration depends on numerous parameters and 
the discharge power is only one of them.  

Ionization is definitely the most important collision event since it allows for sustaining the 
discharge and thus transformation of oxygen gas into the state of plasma. In practical 
applications, however, it has a minor role in modification of organic materials. Other 
collisions are often much more important in order to make oxygen a suitable medium for 
surface functionalization of organic materials. Such collisions include excitation and 
dissociation of oxygen molecules as well as excitation of oxygen atoms. Namely, oxygen 
molecules are rich in excited states and so are oxygen atoms. Many excited states are 
metastable which means that do not decay in a short time by electrical dipole radiation. 
Such metastable molecules or atoms are not only more reactive than the counterparts in the 
ground state, but also play a very important role in formation of oxygen particles in highly 
excited states. Table 1 presents some most important excited states of oxygen molecules, 
while appropriate values for oxygen atoms are summarized in Table 2. 

Examination of Table 1 reveals important data which should be taken into account when 
dealing with application of oxygen plasma for modification of cellulose materials. The 
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ground state has the potential energy 0 eV by definition. A variety of vibrational and 
rotational excited states are not shown in Table 1 due to the clearness. Also, the population 
of oxygen molecules in highly excited vibrational states is usually negligible in plasma 
suitable for modification of organic materials due to super elastic collisions between 
vibrational excited molecules and atoms which are very likely to appear in oxygen plasma 
[31]. At such super-elastic collisions a part of molecular vibrational energy is transferred to 
the kinetic energy of colliding particles. Since the cross-section for super-elastic collisions 
between vibrational excited oxygen molecules and neutral oxygen atoms is very large, this 
event effectively reduces the number of oxygen molecules in highly vibrational excited 
states so any interaction between such molecules and organic materials is regarded not 
important. The rotational states are usually coupled rather well with translational ones so 
the rotational population is similar to that calculated using equations of equilibrium 
thermodynamics. In fact, the rotational population detected by high resolution optical 
emission spectroscopy is often used for estimation of the neutral gas kinetic temperature in 
gaseous plasmas.  
 

Excited state Optical symbol Excitation energy 

Ground  X3g  0 eV 
First excited  a1g 1 eV 
Second excited  b1g  2 eV 
 B3u  6 eV 
Ground ionized X2g 12 eV 
First ionized a4u 16 eV 
Second ionized A2u 17 eV 
Dissociation energy  4.5 eV 

Table 1. Most important excited states of oxygen molecules and their excitation energies 

 

Excited state Optical symbol Excitation energy 

Ground  2s2 2p4 3P2 0 eV 
First excited  2s2 2p4 1D 2 eV 
Second excited  2s2 2p4 1S 4 eV 
Metastable highly excited 2s22p3(4S°)3s 5S0 9.1 eV 
 2s22p3(4S°)3s 3S0 9.5 eV 
 2s22p3(4S°)5s 5S0 12.7 eV 

Table 2. Most important excited states of oxygen atoms and their excitation energies 

More important that vibrational states are electronically excited states. Oxygen molecules 
are famous of two metastable states which appear at the excitation energies of about 1 and 2 
eV, respectively (Table 1).  Especially the first excited state has a very long radiative life-time 
of nearly one hour. The life-time of second excited state is much shorter at about ten 
seconds, but still very long for the atomic world. The molecules in excited states are 
definitely chemically more reactive than those found in the ground state, but very little 
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work has been done on explanation of interaction mechanisms between electronically 
excited oxygen molecules and organic materials. Many authors neglect such an interaction 
since they claim other particles found in oxygen plasma are more suitable for modification 
of surface properties. All authors, however, agree that metastable oxygen molecules play an 
important role in dissociation events. Table 1 reveals that the dissociation energy of oxygen 
molecules is about 4.5 eV. An electron colliding with the molecule in the ground state will 
thus need kinetic energy higher than this value to be capable of a dissociation collision. The 
dissociation energy of excited molecule, however, is much lower than for a molecule in the 
ground state: for a molecule in the first excited state the dissociation energy is about 3.5 eV, 
and for a molecule in the second excited state it is about 2.5 eV. The difference in excitation 
energies of molecules found in the ground or excited states does not seem extremely 
important, but in fact it is due to two important considerations: (i) the high-energy tail of the 
electron energy distribution function in gaseous plasma is exponential, and (ii) the 
dissociation cross-section just above the threshold increases extremely steep with increasing 
kinetic energy of an electron. These two considerations indicate that the dissociation of 
molecules in oxygen plasma will be a very probable event due to step-like excitation. The 
result of the oxygen molecule dissociation is formation of neutral oxygen atoms in the 
ground state. Taking into account the upper considerations the production of atoms will be 
extensive in oxygen plasma created by any suitable electrical discharge. In spite of this fact 
the density of neutral oxygen atoms in technological plasmas vary enormously between 
different configurations. Neutral oxygen atoms tend to recombine (associate to form a 
molecule). The recombination event may take place either in the gas phase or on surfaces. 
The recombination event is simply described by reaction O + O → O2. Such a simple 
denotation is, however, wrong since it does not take into account the conservation of energy 
and momentum. According to Table 1 a large amount of energy is released at a 
recombination event. If the recombination results in formation of a molecule in the ground 
state the amount of energy released is 4.5 eV. If a molecule in an excited state is formed the 
appropriate amount of released energy is accordingly lower. In any case, the released 
energy cannot be transferred into the kinetic energy of newly born oxygen molecule due to 
the conservation of momentum. This is why simple recombination as mentioned above does 
not occur in oxygen at low pressure. A possible recombination mechanism which can occur 
in the gas phase is radiative recombination O + O → O2 + , where  is a newly born light 
quantum (a photon) which takes the excessive energy. In this case two particles are formed 
at the recombination event so there are no problems with conservation of the momentum. 
The probability of such reaction depends on the quantum characteristics of particles 
involved. For the case of recombination of neutral oxygen atoms such reactions are highly 
improbable so neutral oxygen atoms are regarded stable in vacuum.  

Oxygen atoms may recombine in the gas phase at so called three-body collisions O + O + O2 
→ O2 + O2. In such a case, the released energy is shared between the two molecules. The 
molecules may gain the released energy either as kinetic or excitation energy. The sharing of 
released energy again depends on the quantum characteristics of particles involved, and 
very typically the newly born molecule is found in an excited state. Such a reaction is 
actually an important source of excited molecules in plasma afterglows [32].  Since a three 
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body collision is required the loss of atoms through this channel depends on the pressure (or 
the density of gaseous molecules). As long as the pressure is below several mbar the 
probability of three-body collisions is very low and this channel is regarded a marginal one 
at low-pressure plasmas. The opposite is true at atmospheric pressure where the probability 
for such collision is very high and practically any collision regardless the kinetic energy and 
momentum is highly probable. This is an important reason for observed large gradients on 
reactive gaseous particles in atmospheric plasmas. 

Low-pressure plasma is therefore characterized by an absence of atomic loss mechanisms in 
the gas phase. The only channel for atom recombination in such plasmas is heterogeneous 
surface recombination. The reaction is written as O + O(surf) → O2(surf). In the case of surface 
recombination the excessive energy released is shared between the atoms in the solid 
material and the newly born molecule. An important consideration about surface 
recombination is the presence of oxygen atoms on the solid material surface. Namely, the 
recombination is unlikely to occur if atoms are not stuck on the surface. The recombination 
mechanisms have been explained neglecting details many decades ago. A couple of 
recombination mechanisms have been proposed: (i) Langmuir-Hinshelwood and (ii) Eley-
Rideal mechanisms. The first one predicts adsorption of at least two atoms on the solid state 
surface, migration to an appropriate site and association of two atoms into a molecule. Since 
both atoms involved are already thermalized on the surface the newly born molecule leaves 
the surface in the ground state. In the case of Eley-Rideal mechanism oxygen atom is 
adsorbed on the surface where it waits for an atom from the gas phase and recombines to a 
molecule immediately (before the atom from the gas phase manages to thermalize on the 
solid surface). In this case the newly born molecule is likely to leave the surface in an excited 
state.  

Whatever the recombination mechanism is, the reaction probability and thus the loss of 
atoms on surfaces depends on the ability of adsorption and the life-time of an adsorbed 
atom. Many materials tend to chemisorb atoms. Chemisorption stands for formation of a 
chemical bond between an oxygen atom and atoms on the surface. A good example is 
interaction between a metal and an oxygen atom. The oxygen atom is chemically bonded to 
the metal surface where it waits for other atoms to interact with them and form a molecule. 
The recombination probability on such surfaces is therefore very large. Appropriate 
literature reports experimentally determined values which are of the order of 0.1 for many 
metals. The consequence of such extensive surface recombination is heating of metals in 
atom rich plasma. This effect is used by catalytic probes - the thermal load onto a selected 
catalyst is a measure of the O atom density in the vicinity of the probe [33-36]. The exception 
to highly recombinant metals is a group of metals which form extremely stable oxides such 
as aluminium, titanium and alike. In such cases the atoms form very stable compounds and 
are thus not any more available for recombination. Recombination coefficients for such 
materials are orders of magnitude lower that for metals mentioned above.  

Materials which do not chemisorb oxygen atoms are famous of having low coefficients for 
heterogeneous surface recombination of oxygen atoms.  Apart from oxide ceramics the group 
of materials inert to chemisorption of oxygen atoms includes glasses. A glass is often a mixture 
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of metal oxides which are chemically extremely inert and thus unlikely to attract neutral 
oxygen atoms. Such inertness is preserved also to elevated temperatures so different glasses 
are often used as building materials for plasma reactors where high density of neutral oxygen 
atoms is required. The recombination coefficient for neutral oxygen atoms on glasses depends 
on the type of material as well as surface roughness and is often as low as 10-4. A typical low-
pressure plasma reactor made from glass is shown in Figure 1. In such glass chambers it is 
common to achieve very high dissociation fractions of oxygen molecules even at moderate 
discharge power. Values exceeding 10% have been reported by different authors [37-39]. The 
reasons are obvious from upper considerations: a very low recombination coefficient on 
plasma facing materials, negligible loss in the gas phase and favourite production by 
dissociation of molecules taking into account their metastable excited states.  

 
Figure 1. A photo of plasma created in a glass discharge chamber  

 
Figure 2. An optical spectrum acquired in oxygen plasma created by an electrode-less discharge in a 
glass chamber 
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Not only oxygen molecules, but also neutral atoms have a lot of excited states. Table 2 
represents the most important ones. The first excited state is at the excitation energy of 
about 2 eV and is metastable with the characteristic radiation life-time of about 1 second. As 
mentioned earlier this is a very long life for atomic world. Excited states which are not 
metastable de-excite by electrical dipole radiation in a fraction of a microsecond. The second 
excited state is also metastable, and the radiation life-time is about 100 s. Many other excited 
states are not metastable which in practice means that an atom found in such an excited 
state de-excites quickly by emission of a light quantum. An important metastable excited 
state is found at very high excitation energy of about 9 eV. The existence of such a state 
allows for excitation of oxygen atoms from this metastable state to very high levels and even 
ionization. The ionization energy of an oxygen atom is about 13.6 eV. Taking into account 
that one has to dissociate molecule first and then ionize the atom in order to get a positively 
charged oxygen atomic ion it is rather improbable that such ions would abound in plasma 
created by an electrical discharge of a low or moderate power. Still, the existence of 
metastable states definitely makes ionization of oxygen atoms easier. In practical 
applications it does not really matter whether the positive ions are atomic or molecular, but 
the distribution of atoms over excited states is important since the chemical reactivity of 
atoms depends largely on the excitation energy. Due to the high energies involved one 
would think that it is unlikely to excite atoms above the level of the 2s22p3(4S°)3s 5S0 using 
low power discharges, but such an assumption is not justified experimentally. Experiments 
with a simple optical emission spectrometer clearly show abundance of atoms in highly 
excited states. Figure 2 represents an optical spectrum of plasma created in oxygen by high-
frequency discharge in a glass discharge chamber. In this spectrum atomic oxygen lines 
arising from transitions of highly excited atoms prevail indicating the presence of such 
atoms. Since the excitation energy of radiative excited states exceeds 11 eV it is clear that 
excitation is a step-like process: after successful dissociation of a molecule an atom is excited 
to a metastable state of low energy, such a state is excited to a metastable state of high 
energy and finally an atom is excited to a radiative state. After emission of a photon the 
atom does not de-excite to the ground state, but rather to the metastable state so another 
excitation to a radiative state is likely to occur. The spectra such as one presented in Figure 2 
therefore represent a good fingerprint of the existence of highly excited metastable atoms in 
oxygen plasma.  

Plasma is usually defined as an ionized gas. Taking into account upper considerations, such 
a simple definition is hardly useful in practical applications such as activation of polymer 
materials. Namely, the concentration of neutral reactive gaseous particles is often orders of 
magnitude larger than the concentration of charged particles. From this point of view it may 
be more convenient to define plasma as a state of gas which is essentially close to room 
temperature, but the chemical reactivity is as high as the parent gas at thousands of degrees 
if not higher. A huge difference between the gas temperature and chemical reactivity steams 
from the fact that, unlike the case of equilibrium gases, high temperature is not a necessary 
condition for achieving an appropriate concentration of highly reactive gaseous particles. 
Instead of high temperatures, non-equilibrium gases take advantage of the fact that the 
electrons are found at extremely high temperatures while the rest of the gas practically 
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remains at room temperature. The reason for a huge difference between the electron 
temperature which easily exceeds 10,000 K and the gas temperature comes from two facts: 
(i) electrons are easily accelerated to high energy in electrical fields, and (ii) the kinetic 
energy coupling between electrons and other particles is negligible. In a simple DC (direct-
current) discharge the electrons are born on the cathode by secondary electron emission due 
to bombardment of the cathode by positive ions. All charged particles accelerate in the 
potential fall near the cathode. Electrons are accelerated towards plasma while positively 
charged particles are directed towards the cathode and thus cannot contribute to gas 
heating. The energy positive ions gain by passing the cathode sheath is therefore used for 
emission of free electrons, but the major part is simply lost for heating of the cathode 
material. Electrons born by secondary emission are accelerated towards the plasma. They 
gain a lot of kinetic energy which they slowly loose at elastic collisions with other electrons 
from plasma. Since the energy transfer between electrons is very intensive, fast electrons 
born on the cathode quickly thermalize in plasma thus heating other electrons. The electrons 
gain Maxwell-Boltzamann distribution throughout the volume of gaseous plasma. Since 
they are continuously heated by fast electrons from the cathode their temperature remains 
very high despite of the loss of kinetic energy at inelastic collisions with gaseous molecules. 
This is why electrons are usually at very high temperature as compared to other particles 
present in non-equilibrium gaseous plasma. Similar observations are valid for capacitively 
coupled high-frequency discharges except that the electrons are accelerated in DC self-bias 
sheath next to the smaller (powered) electrode. The physics of such discharges has been 
studied to detail in [40-42]. The heating of electrons follows a different mechanism in 
inductively coupled discharges, especially those created in pure H-mode [43]. In such cases 
the electrons follow oscillations of the electrical field induced by oscillating magnetic field. 
Since the magnetic field oscillates in the entire volume of the discharge the electrons are 
accelerating in the entire volume, too. No acceleration across sheath is required so plasma 
can be created in an absence of any electrode. This is a favourite property since electrodes 
often represent a major sink for neutral oxygen atoms. As mentioned above the 
recombination of neutral oxygen atoms on metallic surfaces is always orders of magnitude 
more important than on glass surfaces. Another advantage of inductively coupled discharge 
is an absence of ion acceleration. If the frequency of the oscillating field is large enough 
(typically above 1 MHz) the ions cannot follow oscillations of the local electric field since the 
frequency is well above the resonant one. Massive ions therefore gain a negligible energy 
from a high-frequency electric field so they remain at room temperature. On the other hand, 
electrons are light enough to be able to follow the oscillations. The kinetic energy they gain 
from the electric filed is spent for their multiplication at ionizing collisions as well as for 
excitation and dissociation of oxygen molecules. Inductively coupled plasmas are therefore 
very suitable sources of highly excited oxygen atoms which are chemically extremely 
reactive.  

In the first part of this chapter we clearly stressed an importance of avoiding high 
temperature during oxidation of materials. Although gaseous plasma is basically at room 
(or little elevated) temperature the heating of materials exposed to gaseous plasma is not 
always negligible. We already mentioned heating of materials with a high coefficient for 
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heterogeneous surface recombination. A variety of surface physical and chemical reactions 
are exothermic. Among physical reactions one should stress weak bombardment of a 
material by positively charged ions, neutralization of charged particles, relaxation of 
metastables and recombination of neutral oxygen atoms. The thermal load obviously 
depends on the flux of reactive particles on to the surface, which in turn depends on the 
density of different particles in the gas phase. 

Since the electron temperature (Te) in plasma is much larger than the positive ion 
temperature and since they have a favourable random velocity the electrons escape from 
plasma towards the surfaces of the discharge vessel much faster than the positive ions. The 
surface of plasma facing components thus becomes negatively charged against gaseous 
plasma. The potential difference between plasma (Vp) and the surface (Vf) is created in such a 
way to repel most electrons except the fastest and accelerate ions. In steady state conditions 
the flux of electrons on to the surface is equal to the flux of positive ions. Obviously, the 
potential difference between unperturbed plasma and the solid surface increase with 
increasing electron temperature. In the first approximation the potential difference is 
calculated using equation: 

 ln ,
2 2
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o e
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V V

e m
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Positively charged ions are therefore accelerated towards the surface. They impinge the 
surface with kinetic energy which corresponds to the potential difference as illustrated by 
equation (2). Their kinetic energy when impinging the surface therefore does not depend on 
the ion temperature in unperturbed plasma but rather on the potential difference between 
plasma and floating potentials. A typical value for the kinetic energy of ions impinging the 
surface is about 10 eV taking into account the collision-less sheath approximation. This 
energy is not large enough to cause implantation of ions into a solid material, but causes 
heating of the solid material. Furthermore, positively charged ions are very likely to 
neutralize on solid surfaces. As mentioned before the surfaces are negatively charged 
against plasma so electrons abound on the surface. The observed probabilities for 
neutralization of slow ions on solid materials are actually very close to 1. This means that an 
average ion reaching the surface of a plasma facing component brings energy equal to the 
sum of ionization and kinetic energies. Table 1 reveals that the ionization potential of 
oxygen molecule is about 12 eV so the contribution of both energies is practically the same. 
In any case, interaction of positively charged ions with solid materials causes heating so 
highly ionized plasmas are not very suitable for treatment of delicate materials such as 
cellulose for wound dressings.  

Not only charge particles but many other particles created in oxygen plasma are suitable for 
heating of cellulose materials. Highly excited atoms de-excite on the surfaces of practically 
any material at very high probability so they directly contribute to the heating. Their role, 
however, is difficult to quantify since the density of atoms in highly excited states is difficult 
to measure [44]. Theoretical simulations indicate that the density of oxygen atom 
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metastables depends largely on the excitation energy and not so much on the radiative life-
time [32]. This finding is explained by a very high probability for quenching of highly 
excited states. Quenching stands for de-excitation by mechanisms other than radiation. The 
concentration of excited oxygen atoms therefore depends on the electron density and the 
electron temperature. As long as the density of charged particles is rather low it is 
reasonable to assume a rather low density of atoms in excited states and thus negligible 
contribution to the heating of plasma facing materials. 

Another source of heating of cellulose materials is heterogeneous surface recombination of 
neutral atoms in the ground state. As mentioned earlier the density of atoms in plasma 
created by electrode-less discharge in the glass tube is always high. The available energy 
dissipated at surface recombination is 4.5 eV. As explained above this energy is shared 
between the solid material and the newly born molecule. If the surface recombination was 
intensive, the heat load would have been high enough to cause immediate burning of 
cellulose materials. The experimental observations, however, show that cellulose materials 
do not burn in plasma containing large quantities of neutral oxygen atoms providing the 
density of charged particles is very low. This observation leads to the qualitative conclusion 
that the probability for heterogeneous recombination of neutral oxygen atoms in the ground 
state is rather low. The lack of data on reaction mechanisms is unfortunately severe. While 
recombination coefficients have been determined rather accurately on many other materials 
especially inorganic, a lot of work will have to be performed on recombination of neutral 
oxygen atoms in the ground state on organic materials in order to get a good insight into 
this mechanism and thus to estimate the corresponding thermal load. The same applies for 
excited oxygen molecules. In any case, these reactions are much less important for heating of 
cellulose materials than interaction of highly excited gaseous particles, so weakly ionized, 
highly dissociated oxygen plasma is suitable for modification of surface properties of 
cellulose materials.  

The first effect of exposure of practically any organic material to oxygen plasma is 
functionalization of surface with oxygen rich functional groups. A usual technique for 
determination of functional groups is X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) which is a 
very surface sensitive method with detection depth of only few nanometers. Therefore, it is 
a powerful technique for studying elemental composition and chemical state of the surfaces. 
In this chapter we present results obtained with our XPS device. The cellulose samples were 
analysed by TFA XPS instrument from Physical Electronics. The base pressure in the XPS 
analysis chamber was about 6×10-10 mbar and the samples were excited with X-rays over a 
400 µm area using monochromatic Al Kα1,2 radiation at 1486.6 eV. The photoelectrons were 
detected by a hemispherical analyser, positioned at an angle of 45° with respect to the 
surface normal. Survey-scan spectra were measured at a pass energy of 187.85 eV, while for 
C1s individual high-resolution spectra were taken at pass energy of 23.5 eV and a 0.1-eV 
energy step. An additional electron gun was used for surface neutralization of samples 
during the measurements. The measured spectra were analysed using MultiPak v7.3.1 
software from Physical Electronics, which was supplied with the spectrometer. The high-
resolution carbon C 1s peaks were fitted with symmetrical Gauss-Lorentz functions. A 
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Shirley-type background subtraction was used. Both the relative peak positions and the 
relative peak widths (FWHM) were fixed in the curve fitting process. 

Cellulosic fibres, in a form of woven or non-woven textiles are one of the most used wound 
dressing base materials. Therefore, the cellulose material as viscose fibres in its non-woven 
form was studied, as produced by Kemex, the Netherlands. The surface mass was 175 g/m2 
(SIST ISO 3801), the thickness under normal conditions was 1.7 mm (SIST EN ISO 5084), and 
the air permeability 650 l/m2 s (DIN 53 887). 

A typical survey spectrum of photoelectrons on cellulose material is presented in Figure 3. 
The spectrum is dominated by carbon and oxygen peaks. By far the largest carbon peak is 
marked as C1s and results from photoelectrons ejected from carbon 1s orbital. A much 
weaker peak is observed at the energy of about 25 eV. Several oxygen peaks are observed in 
the spectrum as well and the O1s predominates. The survey spectrum is suitable for 
estimation of the material composition in the surface layer with the thickness of few 
nanometres but tells nothing about the functional groups. In order to reveal the chemical 
structure one should acquire a high-resolution spectrum of C1s. Such a spectrum is shown 
in Figure 4 for the case of a very flat cellulose material while a corresponding spectrum for 
cellulose material used for wound dressing is shown in Figure 5. The curve presented in 
Figure 4 reveals three different functional groups. The major peak at about 286.4 eV 
corresponds to C-O functional group which abounds in cellulose materials. A well 
distinguished peak at 284.8 eV corresponds to the C-C bonds, while the third one which 
appears as a shoulder at about 287.9 eV corresponds to the O-C-O bond. The spectrum 
presented in Figure 5, on the other hand, does not reveal well expressed peaks due to the 
artefacts typical for this sort of surface characterization. The major reason for unclear peaks 
is a rich roughness of the material. Detailed explanation of such deviations is presented 
elsewhere [45]. 

 
Figure 3. A survey spectrum of cellulose material 
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Figure 4. A high-resolution XPS spectrum obtained on a cellulose film 

The survey spectrum of cellulose used for wound dressings treated by oxygen plasma is not 
much different from the one presented in Figure 3 so it is not shown in this chapter. Instead, 
a comparison of atomic composition between non-treated and oxygen plasma treated 
cellulose is presented in Table 3. Of particular importance is the ratio between oxygen and 
carbon atoms as detected by XPS and presented in Table 3. One could observe a large 
difference of almost 20 %. Here, it is worth stressing that the escape depth of photoelectrons 
is several nm so the experimental technique give somehow averaged value over the few nm 
thick surface layer. Taking into account gradients of oxygen concentration (it is the largest 
on the very surface) one could qualitatively argue that the actual oxygen concentration on 
the very surface is much larger than shown in Table 3. Any gradients in the elemental 
composition in a thin surface film could be estimated by tilting the sample during XPS 
characterization but such procedure is efficient only in the case of very flat samples. 
Cellulose materials used for wound dressings definitely do not fulfil this condition. 
 

Sample treatment 
Surface composition (at. %) 

C O O/C ratio 

Non-treated 57.2 42.2 0.73 
Oxygen plasma treated 52.1 47.9 0.91 

Table 3. Surface composition of non-treated and oxygen plasma treated cellulose fabric 

Figure 6 represents a typical high resolution C 1s peak of cellulose material which has been 
treated by oxygen plasma. Unlike the non-treated material the peak now contains four 
different sub-peaks. The newly formed sub-peak at high binding energies in Figure 6 
corresponds to a new functional group which is formed on the cellulose material during 
treatment with oxygen plasma and it corresponds to the carboxyl functional group  
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Figure 5. A high-resolution XPS spectrum obtained on cellulose material used for wound dressing 

 

Figure 6. A high-resolution XPS spectrum obtained on oxygen plasma treated cellulose material used 
for wound dressing 
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O=C-OH. Furthermore, the sub-peak C-C in Figures 5 and 6 is much smaller after plasma 
treatment, while the O-C-O sub-peak is enlarged somehow and it can contain also 
contribution of C=O bonds. Taking into account upper considerations one can easily 
speculate that the C-C bonds completely vanish from the very surface of cellulose material 
upon oxygen plasma treatment. Plasma treatment thus facilitates formation of a functional 
group which is extremely polar and thus increases the polar component of the surface 
energy which in turn leads to improved soaking properties of the cellulose material. 

XPS results indicate information of surface functional groups which should influence 
sorption properties of cellulose materials. One of the best techniques for studying the 
sorption properties is contact angle measurements. This is actually one of the oldest 
experimental techniques, and probably the simplest. In its basic configuration it is just a 
drop of water placed onto a surface of the material for which the surface properties are to be 
determined. Large contact angles of a water drop indicate hydrophobic character of a 
material, while small contact angles are typical for hydrophilic materials. Such a simple 
technique is applicable for rapid estimation of the surface character but it is not accurate and 
usually fails at attempt to use it on porous materials such as cellulose for wound dressing. In 
order to overcome the limitations of the method in its original form more sophisticated 
versions have been developed and applied by different authors [46-51]. Although large 
progress has been obtained in the last decades the technique is still regarded semi-
quantitative due to complexity of interaction between liquid drops and solid materials. In 
order to give a comprehensive explanation of this technique we present different models 
currently used for quantification of measured results.  

Contact angle measurements, which can be used to characterize the 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of surfaces and from which changes in adhesion can be 
calculated [52], are frequently used to evaluate the effect of chemical changes on the 
adhesive properties of polymer surfaces. Various approaches for further analyses of these 
properties have appeared. It is generally agreed that the surface free energy contains the 
non-polar and polar components. In this sense, the dispersive (Lifshitz van der Waals, LW) 
and polar (acid-base, AB) interactions are known. The most common mathematical models 
used for determining the surface free energy (SFE) are the ones suggested by Fowkes [53-
54], Zisman [55], Kwok and Neumann [56], denoted “Equation of state”, Rabel [57], Kaelble 
[58-59], Owens and Wendt [60], denoted “OW”, and van Oss, Chaudhury and Good [61-63], 
denoted “vOGC”. 

The determination of the solid SFE is a complex procedure, and it cannot be measured 
directly. As such, the evaluation technique consists of three stages i) characterisation of test 
liquids using Wilhelmy plate (platinum and PTFE) and Du-Nuoy ring methods, ii) contact 
angle determination by bringing various standard liquids in contact with the solid surface, 
and iii) evaluating the SFE by using an appropriate mathematical model. Prior to contact 
angle determination, standard liquids must be investigated in order to determine their 
surface tensions (SFT) and their dispersive and polar components. Test liquids with 
different surface tensions and different polar and dispersive components must be chosen in 
order to determine the SFE. 
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The surface tensions of all liquids, except water, are determined using the Wilhelmy plate 
method according to DIN 53 914. The Du-Nuöy ring method according to DIN 53 993 is 
applied for water. The pulling force of a liquid, when it is brought into contact with the 
lower edge of the platinum plate or the ring, is a linear measure of the liquid surface tension, 
l, i.e. for the plate: 
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and for the ring 
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where Fw is the force on the plate, Fmax is the maximum pull on the ring, and Fb and Fr are the 
buoyancy corrections for the plate and the ring, respectively, L is the wetted length (mm) i.e. 
for the plate L=2(a+b) where a is the thickness and b is the width of the plate, and for the ring 
L=4R where R is the major radius of the ring, and  is the contact angle (°). Both the ring 
and the plate are made of platinum and it is assumed that the contact angle of all liquids on 
platinum is 0o. 

The dispersive component of used test liquid is determined by measuring the contact 
angle between standard poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) plate and liquid. According to 
Good et al. [64] PTFE is assumed to be capable only of dispersive interactions (S=SD=18.0 
mJ/m2 and SP=0 mJ/m2). The polar component of the liquid can be then calculated by the 
difference as: 

 p d
l l l     (5) 

where l   is the surface tension of the wetting liquid, d
l  is the dispersive surface tension 

component of the wetting liquid, p
l  is the polar surface tension component of the wetting 

liquid. 

Contact angle between a cellulose sample and a liquid drop is determined using a capillary 
rise technique [65], applicable for porous materials. The samples weight is measured as a 
function of time during the adsorption of the liquid phase. The wetting rate curve (m2/t) is 
used to determine the contact angle using modified Washburn equation [66-67]: 
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where  is the contact angle between the solid and liquid phases, m is the weight of the 
liquid that penetrates into sample, t is the penetration time,  is the liquid viscosity,  is the 
liquid density,  is the surface tension of the liquid, and c is a material constant. N-heptane 
or n-hexane (for which the contact angle on the solid sample is zero) is used as a liquid (for 
which the cos=1), in order to determine the material constant. 
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Using water as the test liquid, hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of solid surfaces are 
described by contact angle measurement results i.e. the hydrophilic (  90o) or hydrophobic 
( > 90o). Contact angle measurement results, using various standard liquids, the samples 
surface energy can be determined using one among several common models for evaluating.  

Fowkes SFE model [53-54] takes advantage of the theory that the molecular interactions 
contributing to surface tension are divided into two groups: dispersion (non-polar) 
interactions and polar interactions, i.e.:  

 pd     (7) 

and that the adhesion (W) between two materials 1 and 2 that interact only through 
dispersive forces ( 0p  ) are estimated from: 

 12 1 22 .d dW    (8) 

The thermodynamic work of adhesion Wa of a liquid with surface tension l on a solid with 
surface tension s is defined by: 

 ,a s l slW       (9) 

where sl is the solid-liquid interfacial tension. 

The Young equation for the equilibrium contact angle on a solid surface is: 

 ,0cos ,l s sl s        (10) 

where s,0 is the surface energy of the pure solid and s is the surface pressure due to 
adsorption on the solid. On low-energy surfaces s is usually assumed to be insignificant, i.e. 
s,0 = s,. Combination with Equation (9) then yields the Young-Dupré equation: 

  W cos 1 .a l     (11) 

The combination of Equations 8, 9 and 11 gives: 
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Therefore, when only dispersive interactions are significant, the dispersive component of the 
surface tension of the liquid can be determined by measuring the contact angle of a liquid 
on a solid with a known . The polar component of the surface tension is then determined 
by Equation (5). 

The Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble (OW) SFE model [59-60] assumes that the polar 
interaction between solid and liquid can be estimated by a combination of p

l  and p
s . Thus, 

in the model it is proposed that the polar component can be described by a geometric mean 
(GM) approximation i.e.: 

 2 2 ,p pd d
sl s l s l s l           (15) 

  1 cos 2 2 ,p pd d
a l s l s lW           (16) 

where p
s  and p

l are the polar components of the surface free energies of the solid and the 
liquid, respectively. Equation 15 can be used to determine p

s  by measuring the contact 
angle of two liquids with known d

l  and p
l  (usually one with only dispersive and one with 

both dispersive and polar components). This approach has been criticized for being too 
simple because a polar, but purely acidic surface will show only dispersive interactions with 
acid solvents, and the same will be the case for the interaction of basic surfaces with basic 
solvents [68-69]. However, it has received widespread use as a method to characterise the 
adhesive properties of polymers, because at least two various liquids are necessary to 
measure the contact angle and then solve the system of equations. One of these liquids 
should be characterized by high value of and low value of  and the second liquid - 
inversely. The most often, water and diiodomethane were used as the pair of testing liquids.  

In order to average the interactions with several solvents, Owens and Wendt [60] wrote 
Equation 16 in the linear form: 

 ,y ax b   (17) 

where 

 x = − ;     a = , (18) 

 = :     b = .
 

(19) 

Thus, in the OW approach, the contact angles of several liquids with known values of l , d
l  

and p
l  are measured after which data are fitted to straight lines (Equation 17). The slope 

and intercept of this line yields values of d
l  and p

l  (Equations 18 and 19). 

Several professional devices are currently available for characterisation of surface properties 
by contact angle methods. The work described in this contribution has been performed 
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using a professional device Kruss K12. The KRÜSS Tensiometer of the K12 series is the 
standard for the measurement of the surface and interfacial tension of liquids and solids. 
This instrument enables measuring surface and interfacial tension measurement of liquids, 
dynamic contact angle measurements, wetting behaviour of tablets, pharmaceutical active 
substances, auxiliaries, lacquers, paints, and printing inks, of fibre bundles, textiles, wetting 
and adhesion of coatings. The K12 Tensiometer has been specially designed for versatile and 
demanding applications in research of surface-active agent development, wetting properties 
of tablets, pharmaceutical active ingredients and auxiliary products, pigments, as well as in 
textiles, and monitoring surface optimization in the production of polymers and foils, 
lacquers, dyes, inks. 

In order to evaluate the SFE of cellulose materials for wound dressing 6 different test 
liquids: water, ethylene glycol, ethanol, chloroform, tetrahydrofuran, and diiodomethane 
have been used. The results of surface tensions and contact angles of water and 
diiodomethane were used for geometric mean (GM) calculations (Equation 16). In OW 
calculations (Equation 18 and 19) the data for all six solvents were used. 

The total surface tension and its dispersive and polar components have been measured and 
are found as follows: water ( = 72 mJ/m2; d = 28 mJ/m2; p = 44 mJ/m2); Ethylene glycol ( = 
48 mJ/m2; d = 26 mJ/m2; p = 21 mJ/m2); Ethanol ( = 22 mJ/m2; d = 20 mJ/m2; p = 2 mJ/m2); 
Chloroform ( = 27 mJ/m2; d = 26 mJ/m2; p = 1 mJ/m2); Tetrahydrofuran ( = 27 mJ/m2; d = 12 
mJ/m2; p = 15 mJ/m2), and Diiodomethane ( = 51 mJ/m2; d = 51 mJ/m2; p = 0 mJ/m2). These 
measured values were used in evaluation of SFE using the mathematical model described 
above. 

The cellulose samples were cut into rectangular pieces (2 x 5 cm2) and hung up onto the 
sample holder in the Tensiometer Krüss K12 apparatus. Non-treated and plasma treated 
cellulose materials for wound dressing have been characterised by all six liquids. The 
wetting rise curves for water as the test liquid are presented in Figure 7. The results were 
statistically processed (a set of parallel measurements of wetting rise curves were performed 
until the standard deviation of calculated contact angle was less than 2o) and represent the 
average value of at least ten measurements of each sample. 

The slope of curves presented in Figure 7 characterise the rate of water sorption. One can 
observe a significant difference in the rate of water sorption when comparing non-treated 
and plasma treated cellulose samples. In the case of plasma treated cellulose sample, the rate 
of water sorption was very fast at the beginning, while after a few seconds (e.g. 10 s) the 
sorption slows and curve riches plateau indicating complete wetting of the material.  

The wetting rise curves obtained using test liquids allow for determination of the contact 
angles which are used for evaluating the surface energies of non-treated and plasma treated 
materials, their dispersive and polar components. The contact angles are shown in Figure 8, 
while the corresponding values for surface energy, polar and dispersive components (as 
obtained by using Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble (OW) model) are summarised in Figure 9. 
As shown in Figure 8 the highest contact angles by all samples were determined using 
diiodomethane as a test liquid. The lowest values were obtained by ethylene glycol. The  
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Figure 7. The wetting rise curves for non-treated and oxygen plasma treated cellulose wound dressing 
obtained with water 

 

 
Figure 8. Contact angles of test liquids on non-treated and plasma treated cellulose 
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water contact angle determined using water was 66o. As well, similar results were obtained 
by Hsieh et al., where the water contact angle varied from 56o to 60o depending on 
measuring the contact angle on a single fibre or on a woven fabric [70]. Simoncic et al. 
obtained even higher values, i.e. 73o for a plane-wave cotton sample [71], and 80o for a 
desized and alkaline scoured cotton samples [72]. In addition, modified Washburn equation 
as applied procedure for porous samples leads to overestimated contact angle values 
compared to those measured directly on smooth surfaces of the same solid, if such surface 
can be obtained at all [69, 73]. The results indicate a decrease of contact angles for all liquids 
on plasma treated samples; most effect is evident when using water as the test liquid. 
Contact angle decrease is explained by increased polarity due to plasma activation. 

 
Figure 9. The total surface energy, their dispersive and polar components of non-treated and plasma 
treated cellulose, as evaluated using OW model 

As discussed earlier by other authors [68-69, 74-75], the values of SFEs and their components 
depend on the choice of solvents and on the combination of the test liquids chosen. In 
addition, it should be kept in mind that independently of the applied approaches, the 
obtained values for surface free energy and its components are relative ones and regarded 
as indicators of the adhesive properties of the surfaces and not as measures of their actual 
SFEs. Therefore studies on new approaches and experimental procedures to solve the 
problems are still needed. 

Both XPS and SFE results indicate important modifications of the surface properties of 
cellulose as a consequence of plasma treatment. Formation of oxygen rich functional groups 
on the cellulose surface causes an increase of the surface energy, especially the polar 
component. Although the techniques cannot reveal the mechanisms involved in interactions 
of oxygen plasma with cellulose materials it is possible to explain the results by taking 
advantage of the known properties of oxygen plasma. Experiments on modification of 
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cellulose materials presented in this work have been performed using weekly ionised 
oxygen plasma. As mentioned earlier, such plasma created in a glass-discharge chamber is 
rich in neutral reactive particles. The density of charged particles in our plasma is about 1015 
m3. The corresponding flux of ions onto the surface is of the order of 10 17 m-2 s-1. This flux is 
rather low specially when taking into account a very large surface of cellulose materials 
used in wound dressings. The modification of surface properties thus cannot be explained 
by interaction of positively charged oxygen ions with solid material. The functionalization 
of material is rather explained by interaction with particles which abound in our plasma. 
The non-equilibrium gas is rich in neutral oxygen molecules excited to the first state, and the 
dissociation fraction is also very high. The excited molecules and neutral oxygen atoms are 
therefore appropriate candidates for explanation of the observed surface properties. 
Unfortunately, very little work has been reported on interaction of excited oxygen molecules 
with solid materials. Many authors agree that probability for surface de-excitation of 
molecules with the excitation energy of only 1 eV is always low and practically independent 
from characteristics of solid materials. On the other hand, the literature on interaction 
between neutral oxygen atoms and solid materials abounds [76-80].  

Different authors reported moderate interaction probabilities. The chemical reactivity 
definitely depends on the type of organic material, but it seems that all authors observed 
rapid functionalization of practically all organic materials upon exposure to oxygen atoms. 
The improved surface properties of cellulose material are therefore explained by chemical 
interaction between neutral oxygen atoms in the ground state and cellulose materials. The 
interaction leads to formation of oxygen rich functional groups. The etching of cellulose 
material upon treatment with oxygen atoms also occurs but it can be considered as a minor 
effect as long as the temperature of cellulose materials remains low. The etching is 
illustrated in Figure 10, which presents high resolution scanning electron microscope images 
of non-treated and plasma treated cellulose materials. 

 

 
Figure 10. SEM images of non-treated (a) and plasma treated (b) cellulose fibres 
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Figure 10 reveals a richer surface morphology of cellulose fibres treated by oxygen plasma. 
Obviously, some etching occurred during plasma treatment. This observation is sound with 
effects reported in appropriate literature. Namely, many authors have shown that a 
treatment of organic materials with gaseous plasma leads to increased surface roughness 
[77, 81-83]. While the effect is not yet fully understood, a plausible explanation is selective 
interaction with amorphous and crystalline segments of cellulose materials. Namely, the 
interaction between neutral oxygen atoms and organic materials is extremely selective. It 
has to be pointed out that even chemically identical materials are etched at different rates 
upon exposure to oxygen plasma [84]. In the cited reference [84] major differences in the 
behaviour of PET polymer with different degrees of crystallinity were reported.   

An important consideration associated with plasma treatment is modification of bulk 
properties of plasma treated materials. A suitable method for estimation of such 
modifications is measurement of the breaking force and elongation. Figure 11 represents 
typical results of such measurements. The results are rather surprising: the breaking force 
does not decrease after plasma treatment but even a small increase is observed, while the 
elongation is reduced. Since the breaking force and elongation should not depend much on 
plasma treatment, the results are difficult to explain. Still, the observed improve of the 
mechanical properties might be explained by increased surface wettability. Namely, the 
attraction force between particular fibres in the cellulose material may increase as a result of 
the surface functionalization. Therefore the shrinkage of the origin emptiness between 
longitudinal and horizontal placed fibres occurred resulting in more compact structure of 
the material. In any case, the modification of the mechanical properties is not very relevant 
for the application of cellulose materials in wound dressings since they are designed for 
regular changing and disposal (and not washing). 

 
Figure 11. The breaking force and elongation for non-treated and plasma treated cellulose materials 
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Finally is worth mentioning that cellulose materials for wound dressings are usually not 
used directly after surface modifications. An important consideration is ageing of plasma 
treated materials [77, 85-87]. The surface functional groups are found in non-equilibrium 
state and any thermodynamically non-equilibrium system tends to approach the 
equilibrium value. Oxygen rich functional groups may decay by spontaneous release of 
excessive oxygen, may re-orient from the surface towards the bulk, or may be simply 
blocked by adsorption of gaseous molecules present in the atmosphere. In order to address 
the ageing properly, a set of experiments have been performed. Table 4 reveals time 
dependency of plasma activation effects presented as the loss of oxygen, as determined by 
XPS and water contact angle results on cellulose measured 1 and 4 days after activation 
treatment was performed. It is found that the loos rates are within the limits of the 
experimental error, so it can be concluded that functional groups formed on the surface of 
cellulose upon exposure to weakly ionized highly dissociated oxygen plasma are rather 
stable. Figure 12 presents the results of breaking force and elongation of cellulose materials 
after 10 days since plasma treatment. Again, any modification of these parameters is within 
the limits of the experimental error. Still, it can be observed that the water contact angle 
slowly increases with increasing ageing time (see Table 4), but the increase is not dramatic, 
which indicates that plasma modification of cellulose materials for wound dressings is 
suitable for practical applications. To demonstrate this, sorption properties evaluated by two 
different solutions (i.e. synthetic exudate and blood) to simulate real system, were used. As 
presented in Figure 13, plasma treated samples revealed as effective absorbent for wound 
fluids i.e. synthetic exudate and blood. The results evident a 3-times faster up-taking of 
blood and a 15-times faster sorption of exudate by plasma treated samples. One can 
conclude that the plasma effect was not as significant as by water sorption (see Figure 7), but 
one should keep in mind that chemical composition of wound fluids are different. Wound 
exudate may be beneficial, but it can also be problematic, especially in chronic wounds such 
as leg ulcers. In leg ulcer patients, exudate levels may be high even from small ulcers. 
Nevertheless, the obtained results illustrate the value of using plasma modified cellulose 
material as a dressing in order to control exudating by facilitating and supporting the 
healing of the wound. 

 

 Time dependency of plasma activation performance 
Immediately after 1 day after 4 days after 

Surface composition 
C (at. %) 52.1 51.9 52.8 
O (at. %) 47.9 48.2 47.3 
O/C ratio 0.91 0.92 0.89 
Hydrophilicity 
Water contact angle (o) 15±2 17±1 16±2 

Table 4. The elemental surface compositions and water contact angles of plasma treated cellulose as a 
function of ageing 
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Figure 12. Breaking force and elongation of plasma treated cellulose samples as a function of 10-days 
ageing 

 

Figure 13. The wetting rise curves for non-treated and oxygen plasma treated cellulose obtained during 
synthetic exudate and blood sorption 
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3. Conclusion 

Oxygen plasma treatment is a suitable method to improve the quality of cellulose materials. 
The drastically improvement in sorption capacity far outweigh the minor changes in 
mechanical properties; while no changes in morphology was observed. Ageing of plasma 
activation effect was insignificant present within a few days concerning hydrophilicity and 
tensile properties. Since oxygen plasma contains a variety of different reactive particles, the 
proper choice of plasma parameters is the key issue. Plasma containing rather large 
concentration of charged particles is better to be avoided since it usually leads to excessive 
thermal effects and thus degradation of the material. The available energy dissipated on the 
cellulose surface at the interaction between charged particles and solid material is simply 
too large to assure for modification of cellulose material at low temperature. Instead of 
moderately ionised plasma it is better to use extremely weekly ionised plasma with a large 
density of neutral reactive particles. The best species in term of reasonable chemical 
reactivity and low thermal load are neutral oxygen atoms in the ground state. Plasma rich 
with these particles, but poor in charged particles, is created using an electrodeless high 
frequency discharge. The absence of electrodes in such discharges is favourable since it 
prevents substantial drain of neutral oxygen atoms by heterogeneous surface 
recombination. Best materials for construction of a suitable plasma reactor are different 
glasses and some ceramics. The plasma facing components should be smooth and should 
not allow for chemisorption of neutral oxygen atoms. If this requirements are fulfilled the 
dissociation fraction of oxygen molecules in gaseous plasma at pressures up to several mbar, 
exceeds the ionisation fraction for at least five orders of magnitudes. Such plasma is 
therefore safe to use since it does not lead to excessive exothermic reactions and thus 
thermal degradation of treated materials. Based on that, plasma treatment is advantage 
surface activation procedure in order to obtain super-hydrophilic matric, used as a potential 
layer in wound dressings. 
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